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SUPPL. HELL. 1044 (EUPHORION?)
Kekrop¤h! teumÆ!atÉ §p¤!kuro! EÈrÊkleia
This was Callimachus fr. anon. 135 Schneider. But Pfeiffer (on his fr. 567) pointed out that
the author can hardly be Callimachus, because of the elision after the third-foot trochee. He
himself suggested Euphorion,1 who does not object to elision at that point, as found in fr. 78
Powell dvrofÒroi kaleo¤ayÉ Ípofr¤!!onte! ênakta! to which we can now add Suppl.
Hell. 443,6
]vn ka‹ goÊnatÉ énard°a !eira¤nontai.2 Certainly this hexameter, with
its spondaic fifth foot, has the flavour of Euphorion; every word, apart from the first, is a
riddle in itself. teumÆ!at<o> is glossed by Et.Gen. with pare!keuã!ato, §texnÆ!ato;
LSJ s.v. teumãomai translate 'fashioned'. The unique §p¤!kuro! means 'leader' (≤gem≈n,
according to Et.Gen.).3 No guidance is offered for EÈrÊkleia, but the SH editors are
likely to be right in suggesting that she is Athena, in which case the name would be used as
a title, 'the lady of wide renown', somewhat in the style of Lycophron's Alexandra. Our
poet, whoever he is, must have borrowed teumÆ!at<o> from Antimachus of Colophon, and
that point too would suit Euphorion.4 No doubt he would bear in mind the context of
teumÆ!ato in Antimachus, who applied it to the cave which Zeus 'fashioned' for the
concealment of Europa (fr. 3 Wyss):
oÏnekã oﬂ Kron¤dh! ˜! <te> m°ga pç!in énã!!ei
êntron §n‹ !kiÒen teumÆ!ato, tÒfra ken e‡h
Fo¤niko! koÊrh kekuyhm°nh, À! =ã • mÆ ti!
mhd¢ ye«n êllo! ge par¢j frã!!aitÒ ken aÈtoË.
Zeus miraculously fashioned the cave for his own advantage; can we guess what Athena
might have fashioned in SH 1044? There is one obvious possibility, which may receive
some support from Nonnus. I suspect that the designation of Athena as Kekrop¤h! ...
§p¤!kuro! may be deliberately recalled in Dionysiaca 37,320, where Erectheus prays to the
goddess as ko¤rane Kekrop¤h!. As so often, we may be able to pick up from Nonnus a
hint of the original context of the lines which he is imitating. Erectheus is engaged in a
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1 a suggestion noted with apparent approval by E.A.Barber, CR N.S. 9, 1959, 102; the editors of SH do
not comment on the authorship.
2 The ascription of P.Oxy. 2526 (SH 433-452) to Euphorion is not certain, but made probable by the
general style and the apparent coincidence of subject matter between SH 443,10-11 and Euphorion fr. 115
Powell.
3 cf. Hesychius s.v. § p ¤ ! k u r o ! (vol. 2, p. 170 Latte), where the glosses offered are
êrxvn, brabeutÆ!, bohyÒ!, §p¤!kopo!, ¶foro!, §pÆkoo!. One may doubt whether §p¤!k≠uro! has anything to
do with the corrupt ~§pi!k* u r«n~ in Call. fr. 567, which Barber (CR 1959, 101) would emend to §p‹
!kÊrvi.
4 whose imitations of Antimachus were catalogued in B.Wyss' Berlin, 1936 edition of the latter (p. L).
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closely-contested chariot race with Scelmis, son of Poseidon, and appeals to Athena …! !Á
Po!eidãvna te«i n¤kh!a! ég«ni (321). This comes in response to Scelmis' exaltation of
his own parent (307-314), which includes derogatory remarks about Athena's olive (313314). Perhaps therefore in SH 1044 Athena has fashioned the famous olive, which
established her right to the lordship of Attica. This was thought to have been the first of all
olives (cf. Herodotus 8,55, Call. fr. 194,66-68 Pf. t¤! dÉ erÉ §la¤hn; Pallã! ∑mo!
∑rize | t«i fukio¤kvi, k±d¤kazen érxa¤oi! | énØr ˆfi! tå n°ryen émf‹ t∞! ÉAkt∞!);
accordingly there was a time when the olive grew nowhere else (Hdt. 5,82). Other details
would then fall into place: it is appropriate that Athena should be called Kekrop¤h! ...
§p¤!kuro!, in the context of her struggle for that land with Poseidon, and appropriate that
Attica should be called Kekrop¤h, because Cecrops himself played a vital part in the
outcome, whether as judge (Call. fr. 194,67-68 quoted above, Nonnus, Dion. 43,126) or as
witness (Call. Hecale fr. 70,11 H. = fr. 260,26 Pf. = SH 288,26).
In view of the strong possibility that the author of SH 1044 was Euphorion, it is worth
drawing attention to Euph. fr. 150 Powell, EÈfor¤vn ı poihtØ! ... e‰pen tØn §la¤an
glauk«pin. This too seems to be reflected in Nonnus (Dion. 3,98 glaukvpÚn ÍpÚ
!k°pa! èbrÚn §la¤h!).5 If by chance Euphorion wrote glauk«pin §la¤hn | Kekrop¤h!
teumÆ!atÉ §p¤!kuro! EÈrÊkleia, the identity of the godddess, veiled by EÈrÊkleia,
would emerge from the epithet applied to her olive.
Oxford

A.S.Hollis

5 the parallel with Euph. fr. 150 is noted both by Keydell and by Chuvin (in the Budé Nonnus, vol. 2, p.

138).

